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Coming out: LGBT topics in the Polish literature for young adults 

 

Among many changes that have taken place in Polish literature for young readers after the political 

turn in 1989, one must point out its opening up to the topics considered difficult and mostly avoided 

in the communist period: illness, homophobia, child’s abuse, trauma etc.  Nevertheless, up to this day 

remarkably few Polish authors have been willing to measure themselves up with LGBT themes in the 

books for children and teenagers. It may be related to the fact that in spite of slowly changing social 

norms, the taboos and prejudices related to LGBT issues are still quite strong in Poland and the 

attempts to introduce them into the literature for young readers, especially within educational context, 

have provoked several times a negative, or even aggressive reaction among outraged parents, 

educators and politicians. The controversy is certainly more prominent as far as the books for children 

are concerned, but the shortage of Polish LGBT novels for teenagers indicates that the problem lies 

also with the writers who find it difficult to change their own mental attitude to the tabooed issues.  

Putting the LGBT topics into the context of audience studies, I will consider different channels of 

access to them, open to young readers in Poland (translations, foreign fiction, internet, fanfictions, 

manga). I will then examine novels: Musisz to komuś powiedzieć by Barbara Ciwoniuk (2010), 

Koniec gry by Anna Onichimowska (2012) and Natalia Osińska’s Fanfik (2016), Slash (2017) and 

Fluff (2019), looking into different ways these books deal with LGBT theme. These differences, in 

my opinion, reflect the struggle to overcome the traditional approach to the “controversial” topics in 

the literature for young readers.  
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